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• ★ “Australia’s first monkeypox case spotted by GP”
“The identification of monkeypox, a rare smallpox-like illness, in several different countries over the past  
few weeks has attracted a large amount of attention. On Friday, health authorities said the first likely 
cases had been discovered in Australia, including one in NSW and one in Victoria.  ”
* www1.racgp.org.au/newsgp/clinical/gp-identifies-first-probable-monkeypox-case-in-aus 
PUBLIC HEALTH ALERT:  www.health.nsw.gov.au/news/Pages/20220520_00.aspx 

• “WEF Meeting Sparks Criticism of 'New World Order'”
“The World Economic Forum (WEF) recently wrapped up its 2024 conference in Davos, where 
politicians and businessmen discussed their plans for censorship, pandemic preparedness, and the 
remaking of the world under a progressive agenda. The meeting was met with heavy online criticism, 
including widespread condemnation of the “New World Order”.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/wef-meeting-sparks-criticism-of-new-world-order-5571558 

• “WEF Hosts Upcoming Meeting to Prepare for "Disease X"”
“Klaus Schwab, the WEF, and the so-called global elites are gathering together for a 5-day annual 
meeting in Davos from January 15-19. One of the topics on the agenda has raised some eyeballs, 
“Preparing for Disease X” on January 17. COVID has been reported to have claimed approximately 7 
million lives worldwide, but “Disease X,” on the other hand, they warn, “could result in 20 times more 
fatalities than the coronavirus pandemic.””
* vigilantnews.com/post/here-we-go-again-wef-hosts-upcoming-meeting-to-prepare-for-disease-x/ 

• “Disease Itself Won’t Be the Real ‘Weapon’ in Next Pandemic”
“This week global leaders met at the World Economic Forum to discuss “Disease X,” a hypothetical 
pathogen that could usher in a new—and deadlier—pandemic. But to disease experts like Dr. Richard 
Urso, it’s nothing novel. “I’m not really that worried,” he told Frontline Health. “It literally took me two 
hours to figure [COVID-19] out…If they make something really deadly, it won’t spread that easily,” he 
said. Urso alluded to the possibility that the next deadly pathogen may likely originate from a lab rather 
than nature. “At the end of the day, the disease itself won’t be the real weapon. It'll be the vaccine,” he 
said.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/disease-itself-wont-be-the-real-weapon-in-next-pandemic-dr-richard-
urso-5570015 

• “David Webb talks to Mike Adams about the coming financial COLLAPSE and mass CONFISCATION 
event”
- Property ownership and money with documentary creator David Webb. (0:00)
- Financial subterfuge and ownership rights. (0:48)
- Financial system vulnerabilities and central bank power. (7:36)
- Financial bubbles and central bank digital currencies. (16:23)
- Economic history, totalitarianism, and money creation. (24:28)

1 – WEBPAGE: canberraforerunners.org/?page_id=7319 
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- Money creation, warfare, and social control. (32:47)
- Financial collapse, debt, and asset preservation. (40:21)
- Gold backs as a hedge against financial collapse. (48:45)
* www.brighteon.com/f0e58a84-9790-48d9-8f5d-7c94ac918874 

• DOCUMENTARY: “The Great Setup with Dr. David Martin”
“In this riveting and eye-opening documentary, "The Great Setup" delves into the unsettling world of 
global genocide. Where one man, Dr. David Martin, courageously exposes a hidden web of sinister plans 
through an unexpected lens – patents. This two - part docuseries serves as a wake-up call, urging 
audiences to reevaluate the consequences of blindly accepting what they've been told without questioning  
the implications. Sit back as Dr. David Martin unravels the tightly woven fabric of a clandestine agenda 
that transcends borders.”
* rumble.com/v491s56-david-martin-great-set-up.html 

• “Davos Elites See Potential Return of Trump as Threat to Global Order”
““We are all concerned about it because the United States is the largest economy, the largest defense 
country in the world, and has been a beacon of democracy, with all its upside and downside,” she said 
when asked about the upcoming U.S. election during an interview with Bloomberg on Jan. 17. “We have 
to be extremely attentive.” Ms. Lagarde, who served as the head of the International Monetary Fund, 
described President Trump as a clear “threat” to Europe during a recent interview with France 2, because 
of his stance on tariffs, NATO, and climate change.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/article/davos-elites-see-potential-return-of-trump-as-threat-to-global-order-
5569900 

• “‘He’s a Serious Political Force’: WEF Elites Discuss Ways to ‘Trump-Proof’ Economies”
““Trump-proofing” global economies can be “very difficult” and may require Europe to boost their 
competitiveness and be “strong at home,” various global leaders said at the recently concluded World 
Economic Forum (WEF). During “The Global Economic Outlook” panel on Friday, Bloomberg host 
Francine Lacqua asked members how they should “Trump-proof” their economies to prepare for 
President Trump winning a second term in the White House. “If somebody has a way to do that, I think 
they should patent it and probably sell it to somebody else,” said David Rubenstein, the co-founder of the  
Carlyle Group, one of the biggest private equity firms in the world. This would be “very difficult to do,” 
he added.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/us/hes-a-serious-political-force-wef-elites-discuss-ways-to-trump-proof-
economies-5570017 

• “Rising Interest Rates and the ‘Great Reset’ Bubble”
“Even though many deny it, the “Great Reset” exists, referring to a set of ideas that range from 
“stakeholder capitalism” to “wokeness” and “fourth industrial revolution” to “transhumanism” . It is 
effectively popularized especially through the World Economic Forum (WEF). The fight against viruses 
and epidemics and particularly the politically driven move away from fossil fuels to “save the global 
climate” are probably the most visible footprints of the Great Reset agenda.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/rising-interest-rates-and-the-great-reset-bubble-5571307 

• “Leaked German War Plans Reveal ‘WWIII’ Potential; NATO Begins War Drills”
“The threat of a third world war is now growing. Leaked war plans reveal that Germany is preparing for 
such a scenario. NATO is launching military drills for a potential third world war, as it’s suspected Russia  
may expand its conflict into other countries.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/leaked-german-war-plans-reveal-wwiii-potential-nato-begins-war-
drills-5570752 

• “Did US Public Health Institutions Usher In a ‘1984’-Style Regime?”
“George Orwell’s “1984”—the 20th century novel that envisioned a world without the freedom to speak, 
think, or love—can also show us how to fight to keep our country free. Dr. Scott Atlas speaks with Lee 
Smith about how the official response to COVID gave us a glimpse of a future that’s in our power to 
avoid.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/did-us-public-health-institutions-usher-in-a-1984-style-regime-
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5568623 

• “WEF Speaker Calls for AI to Help Curb Online ‘Misinformation’”
“A world in which artificial intelligence vets what people are allowed to see online has been advocated at 
the World Economic Forum (WEF) in Davos by Australia’s eSafety commissioner Julie Inman Grant. For  
the next two years, WEF speakers identified misinformation and disinformation regulation as a major 
priority.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/world/wef-speaker-calls-for-ai-to-help-curb-online-misinformation-5568337 

• “World’s Largest Miners Pledge ‘Nature Positive’ Future at WEF Meeting in Davos”
“Alcoa, Anglo American, BHP, Glencore, and Rio Tinto have all vowed to tighten environmental 
restrictions around their mining activities.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/world/worlds-largest-miners-pledge-nature-positive-future-at-wef-meeting-in-
davos-5568105 

• “Is It Really Whole Grain?”
“When the label says “Whole Grain Bread,” does that mean it’s healthful? How can you tell if a food is 
made from whole grains or refined grains? … In the United States, food manufacturers can label their 
product “whole grain” as long as at least 51 percent of the grains are whole grains, so you have no way to  
know how much you are actually getting. It’s easiest to eat whole grains that look like seeds—that way 
you can be sure none of the fiber or nutrients have been taken away.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/health/is-it-really-whole-grain-5568028 

• “I Quit Social Media 6 Years Ago, I Wasn’t Ready for What Came Next”
“Whether I agree with social media or think it’s a bad thing doesn’t change the fact that the rest of the 
world is on it. I can cut it out of my life, but, in a sense, I’m cutting out everyone—news sites, businesses,  
social circles—who’s on it. Because of that, I tend to be out of the loop. To stay up to date on news, 
political or social, is a choice. Short of hearing about these things in conversation, I have to seek them 
out. Although that has its drawbacks, I still find that the positive outweighs the negative.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/article/i-quit-social-media-6-years-ago-i-wasnt-ready-for-what-came-next-
5567700 

• “How a Tiny Gulf Nation Is Waging a Massive Information War on the West”
“We’ve all heard a lot about how Iran funds terrorism. But few are aware of a much smaller Gulf nation 
that is one of the biggest state funders of terrorism. And it’s actually a U.S. ally. Qatar is home to the 
largest American airbase in the Middle East. But at the same time, all the major terrorist groups, from 
Hamas to the financiers of al Qaeda and ISIS, have bases in Qatar too. And Qatar is waging a massive 
information war on the West, pouring vast sums of money into lobbying our institutions. ”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/how-a-tiny-gulf-nation-is-waging-a-massive-information-war-on-the-
west-jonathan-schanzer-5574612

• EDITORIAL: “The Right Critique of Globalism”
“Argentine President Javier Milei has fully embraced uncompromising principles of economic freedom, 
traditional morality, and foreign policy realism.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/the-right-critique-of-globalism-5569073 

• “The Glass House Agenda of the Socialist World Order”
“A new model for the future of the world includes an agenda to end all personal privacy. The narrative is 
that if you haven’t done anything wrong, then you have nothing to fear—a narrative that would be all too 
familiar for anyone who has lived in a communist society. Yet even though there are proposals to more 
deeply enact this model globally, the world—and even Americans—are already living in a state of 
sweeping digital surveillance used by government and law enforcement.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/the-glass-house-agenda-of-the-socialist-world-order-5565630 

• “‘Urban Hellscape’: Seneca Scott Breaks Down How Elites in America Are Systematically Destroying 
Cities”
““They want systemic lawlessness. They want high retail theft,“ says Seneca Scott, founder of Neighbors 
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Together Oakland. It’s ”managed decline from eviction moratoriums, managed decline from defunding 
police, managed decline from $950 you can steal from stores, not being able to catch people.” “Mega 
billionaires are giving money to defund the police movements. The same individuals are the largest 
investors in AI autonomous security,” Mr. Scott said. He has been documenting how Oakland, California 
became, as he describes it, an “urban hellscape.””
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/urban-hellscape-seneca-scott-breaks-down-how-elites-in-america-
are-systematically-destroying-cities-5564807 
TRANSCRIPT:  www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/urban-hellscape-seneca-scott-breaks-down-how-
elites-in-america-are-systematically-destroying-cities-5564807 

• EDITORIAL: “Bring Back Linen!”
“Let’s talk about linen, a byproduct of flax and the oldest truly American fabric that is utterly amazing for  
clothing, napkins (please take a rest from paper napkins!), handkerchiefs, tablecloths, and pretty much 
anything else. It’s wonderful in every way: the look, the care, the feel. It’s fabulous...Let’s address the 
most obvious question first. What happened to it? I will tell you. Machine-based wash and dry made it 
unviable and unfashionable. These days hardly anyone knows what it really means to wash and dry 
things. Yes we know how to stick things in machines and then something weird happens but we don’t 
know what. That’s about the whole of current knowledge.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/bring-back-linen-5564173 

• EDITORIAL: “Without a Compass to Guide Them, Gen Z Wanders in the Wilderness”
“Our role should be to provide the moral and historical compass Gen Z needs for them to become whole 
and healthy human beings and productive members of society.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/without-a-compass-to-guide-them-gen-z-wanders-in-the-wilderness-
5561192 

• “The Controversial UN Agency Accused of Aiding Hamas”
“Some see UNRWA as a critical provider of services to beleaguered Arab populations in the Gaza Strip 
and the West Bank, which Israelis often refer to as Judea and Samaria. Others see it as an enabler of the 
crisis, an agency meant to perpetuate a “refugee” status that’s no longer applicable to most Palestinians, 
and doing so to obstruct any peace process indefinitely.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/article/the-controversial-history-of-the-un-agency-accused-of-complicity-
with-hamas-5550728 

• EDITORIAL: “The WHO’s Managerial Gambit”
“On Jan. 5, Bret Weinstein warned of impending tyranny from the World Health Organization (WHO). 
“We are in the middle of a coup,” the evolutionary biologist and podcaster told Tucker Carlson on X, 
formerly Twitter. The WHO’s new pandemic management regime will eliminate sovereignty, Mr. 
Weinstein said, and allow it to override national constitutions. He’s right about tyranny and coups. But 
not about sovereignty or constitutions.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/the-whos-managerial-gambit-5563447 
INTERVIEW:  tuckercarlson.com/the-tucker-carlson-encounter-bret-weinstein/ 

• “Teacher’s Union Says ‘Conspiracy-Based Thinking’ Driving Move to Change Sex Ed in Schools”
“During the 2023 election campaign, New Zealand First leader Winston Peters was vocal in his 
opposition to what he called ‘woke ideology’ in schools. ”
* www.theepochtimes.com/world/teachers-union-says-conspiracy-based-thinking-driving-move-to-
change-sex-ed-in-schools-5562016 

Laurence
31-1-2024
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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